SAMPLE LESSON

WORDLY WISE 3000®

Direct Academic Vocabulary Instruction
Grades K–12

Book K: Unit 1, Lesson 2
Story Words

wave
tiny
wiggle
insects
creep

community
destroy
healthy
signs
peaceful

Directions: Have children look at the pictures as you read the story aloud. Then have them mark items in the pictures related to wave, tiny, wiggle, insects, and creep.
Directions: Have children paste the pictures in the order they happened.
Directions: Have children find and color pictures related to community, destroy, healthy, signs, and peaceful.
Directions: Have children circle the picture that matches the word you say.

1. tiny

2. creep

3. sign

4. wave
Directions: Have children use a green crayon to connect the things that have been destroyed and a purple crayon to connect the insects.
What Do You Know?

1. [Bug] [Dog]
2. [Necklace] [Ring]
3. [Apples] [Nuts]
4. [Flower] [Tulip]
5. [Cat] [Kitten] [Mice]
6. [Gorilla] [Fish]

Directions: Have children circle the picture that matches the word you say.
Journal

Directions: Have children illustrate both meanings of row, wave, or ring.